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What does the age of the Earth have to do with the exodus 
of young people from American churches?  

Ken Ham, known for his Answers in Genesis creation-
science ministry, says a major study he commissioned by a 
respected researcher unveils for the first time in a scientific 
fashion the startling reasons behind statistics that show 
two-thirds of young people in evangelical churches will 
leave when they move into their 20s.  

The study, highlighted in Ham's new book with researcher 
Britt Beemer, "Already Gone: Why your kids will quit 
church and what you can do to stop it," finds church youth 
already are "lost" in their hearts and minds in elementary, 
middle and high school – not in college as many assume.  

"A lot of the research already done has been to find out how many believe, how many 
support abortion, believe in the resurrection, say they're born again," Ham told WND. 
"But nobody has really ever delved into why two-thirds of young people will walk away 
from the church." 

Get "Already Gone: Why your kids will quit church and what you can do to stop it" 

The first-of-its-kind study by Beemer – a former senior research analyst for the Heritage 
Foundation and founder in 1979 of the American Research Group – included 20,000 
phone calls and detailed surveys of 1,000 20 to 29 year olds who used to attend 
evangelical churches on a regular basis.  
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(Story continues below) 

The survey found, much to Ham's surprise, a "Sunday School syndrome," indicating 
children who faithfully attend Bible classes in their church over the years actually are 
more likely to question the authority of Scripture.  

"This is a brutal wake-up call for the church, showing how our programs and our 
approaches to Christian education are failing dismally," Ham writes in the book.  

Among the survey findings, regular participants in Sunday School are more likely to: 

• Leave the church  
• Believe that the Bible is less true  
• Defend the legality of abortion and same-sex marriage  
• Defend premarital sex 

The book explores a number of reasons for the findings, but Ham sees one overarching 
problem that is related to how churches and parents have taught youth to understand the 
Genesis account of creation.  

Ham – who believes in a literal six-day creation that happened 6,000 to 10,000 years ago 
– says the church opened a door for the exodus of youth, beginning in the 19th century, 
when it began teaching that "the age of the Earth is not an issue as long as you trust in 
Jesus and believe in the resurrection and the Gospel accounts."  

"What you see in the Bible is that when there is compromise in one 
generation, and it's not dealt with, you usually notice it to a greater 
extent in the next generation," Ham told WND.  

In previous generations, young people could live with this 
inconsistency, he said, but with an increasingly secular and atheistic 
public education system – where some 90 percent of church-going youth 
are trained – today's youth find it hard to see a connection between what 
they are taught in church and what they learn at school.  

"Because of the way in which they've been educated," Ham said, teens come to believe 
"that what they are taught in school is reality, but the church teaches stories and morality 
and relationship. Bible teaching is not real in the sense of real history."  

Now, as parents or leaders tell youth they can "continue to believe in evolution, millions 
of years," Ham said, young people are starting to see, 'Well, I can then believe what I'm 
taught at school – but school has nothing to do with God.'"  

The key issue is that this doubt about the Bible's account of origins causes youth to doubt 
the authority of Scripture, he said.  

 
Ken Ham 
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"Salvation is not conditioned on what you believe about the age of the Earth and the six 
days of creation," Ham said. "There are many who believe in millions of years and are 
Christians."  

But the Genesis issue does matter, he contends, "because salvation does rise or fall on the 
authority of Scripture. The message of the Gospel comes from these words of Scripture." 

When that Bible is undermined, he explained, everything it teaches is in doubt.  

Ham's new book shows how young people can be given "answers to help them 
understand you can really believe God's word, that it "connects to reality and it's really a 
book of history."  

Helping young people make sense of reports such as the claim last month of the 
discovery of a "missing link" proving Darwin's theory of evolution is Ham's specialty.  

In a May 19 interview with WND, he pointed to a line in the scientific report about the 
discovery that countered the researchers' bold claims to media.  

The fossil's species "could represent a stem group from which later anthropoid primates 
evolved [the line leading to humans]," states the report, published in the online journal 
Public Library of Science, "but we are not advocating this here."  

The London Guardian newspaper also reported that scientific reviewers of the research 
asked that others "tone down" claims that the fossil was on the human evolutionary line.  

"The reviewers said we don't know this is a missing link, and they asked the people who 
wrote [the newspaper reports] to tone it down," Ham told WND, "and yet we have this 
media hype claiming this is it, this is the missing link."  

 

  

If you'd like to sound off on this issue, please take part in the WorldNetDaily poll. 

Related offers: 

Get "Already Gone: Why your kids will quit church and what you can do to stop it" 

"EXPELLED": Get the hot new documentary that is blowing the lid off censorship of 
intelligent design in American universities. 
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Learn about the "Tornado in a junkyard," expose of the theory of evolution 

Watch Darwin croak on video: New work shows mounting evidence for intelligent design 
of the universe 

  

Previous stories: 

Google goes ape for 'missing link'  

Media blitz: 'We found missing link' 

Texas forges compromise over creationism  

State frees teachers to criticize evolution  

Educators say evolution still 'theory' 

Muzzled! Facts that contradict evolution face ban 

Intelligent design costs prof his job 

Intelligent Design torpedoes tenure 

Intelligent design scientist denied tenure 

Creation Museum's 1st visitor? Bill Maher 

'Who's who' list challenging Darwin grows 

Evolution's instability highlighted by new study 

Woman's freeway signs stir creation debate 

Judge copied ACLU in anti-intelligent design ruling 

Rabbi defends show linking Darwin, Hitler 

Darwin-Hitler connection sparks attacks 

2 billion years added to age of universe 

'Outrageous misinformation' on Kansas standards 
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Bill Maher challenged to intelligent-design debate 

Bible literalism 'pagan superstition'? 

Designers' attorney: Class not intelligent 

Limbaugh got it wrong, says intelligent designer 

Intelligent-design backers downplay Dover 

Intelligent-design backers blast judge 

Salman Rushdie blasts intelligent design 

Intelligent-design backers applaud Bush 

Opposition to intelligent design drummed up 

Smithsonian backs off intelligent design film 
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